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Join our team & influence
the scoreboard.
The Wieser family.

Inspired by first-hand
experience.
Me-One Foundation founder Heidi
Wieser knows the toll cancer
takes on families. As an oncology
nurse — and a daughter, wife
and friend of cancer patients —
Heidi understands that cancer is a
radiant disease, one that attacks
not only the one afflicted, but
also their families and friends.
This knowledge fueled Heidi’s
dream to create a “port of
peace” for cancer patients and
their extended families where
their pain would be lessened
and they could experience a
moment in time when fighting
cancer was not their only focus.

Fighting cancer is a team sport. The
good news is, there are many ways
you can be part of the Me-One team
and help us renew the strength of
patients and families who want to stay
in the game and win another round.
• Make a financial contribution to
the Me-One Foundation to ensure
that additional cancer patients and
their families experience a respite
weekend at Camp Challenge.
• Sponsor a facet of Camp Challenge
— Become a Send A Family To Camp
sponsor with a $1,500 donation, or help
us offset camp expenses as a Faith &
Hope sponsor with a $5,000 donation.
• Volunteer your talents or skills
at a future Camp Challenge.
• Recommend a camper or tell us you’d
like to attend Camp Challenge.
To learn more or to donate, visit:

www.me-onefoundation.org

Fighting cancer
is a team sport.
We give adult patients
and their families
renewed strength
to stay in the game.
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Keeping life’s scoreboard at
cancer zero, me one.
The Me-One Foundation is a nonprofit organization dedicated
to providing adult cancer patients and their families a respite
from the disease. Since 2008, Me-One has hosted a no-cost
getaway weekend for cancer patients, their extended families
and their supporters.
Through our annual Camp Challenge, we give families
impacted by cancer the gift of time — time to rekindle
connections, time to laugh, time to share and time to
remember what “normal” feels like.
Our mission is supported by a host of national and Northern
California organizations and individuals who understand that
those fighting cancer sometimes need a time-out to focus on
family and fun, rather than illness.

Camp Challenge –
Where healing happens.
The Me-One Foundation is singular in its focus. We are
all about providing the perfect place for adult cancer
patients to disconnect from their diagnosis and recharge
their relationships.
Camp Challenge is not about roughing it — in fact, it’s about being
completely cared for in an inspiring natural setting, and leaving
behind the stressful routine of doctor visits and treatments.
Campers and their families participate in a range of activities
including games and sports; dancing; singing; skits; arts and crafts;
and fireside chats. An on-site spa provides pampering in many
forms — massage, manicures and pedicures, to name a few. The
entire experience is captured by professional photographers so that
campers can later reflect on their retreat experience.
After a visit to Camp Challenge, patients and their guests re-enter
their daily lives rested and ready to continue the fight — just ask the
more than 1,200 people we’ve served.

